
The new year reminds us that time is not permanent. It moves silently and stops for none. Every new 
beginning gives us a perfect chance to reflect on what we value the most in our lives and these values 
define what kind of a person we are. Let me share a short story here:
There was a boy who had a collection of marbles and a girl who had a collection of candies. Both were 
envious of each other and yearned for what the other had. They came to a deal of exchange finally. The 
girl gave him all the candies she had but the boy kept some attractive marbles aside and gave the rest to the 
girl. That night the girl had a pleasant sleep but the boy was awake wondering if the girl had hidden 
candies from him just as he had hidden the marbles. 
Integrity is one of the most salient elements in every single relationship we have in our life. It is indeed a 
quality of being honest and having strong moral uprightness which is not just our behavior that we show 
others, instead, it is a way of life that builds our character. Our actions and the words we speak define us. 
Dear Christites, be honest with yourselves and do as best as you can with your studies. If that means 
studying more, then do so. By cheating, copying, and doing someone else homework, you are cheating 
yourself because you are not learning. Build your intelligence with integrity. It is not for good grades but 
to help you to be a good person, and more likely to make good decisions and treat others with respect and 
be successful in life. 
Don't allow yourself to hold any of your marbles back from another person. If you experience any doubt, 
it is there only because you know deep down inside yourself. So give your hundred percent to everything 
you do and sleep peacefully.

*"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you"*
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Vice Principal's Message

My Dear Christites,

Fr. Martin Onasseril CMI

Financial Administrator's Message

The word “integrity” originated from the Latin word “integer,” which 
means a feeling of wholesomeness. So, overall integrity is a sense of 
togetherness and completeness that one enjoys while living an honest and 
moral life. A person with integrity believes in a set of values and rules that 
he follows throughout his lifetime and tries to pass it on to people around 
him and his next generation. 
“Honesty is telling the truth to other people, and integrity is telling the truth 
to myself.” This famous saying describes integrity in a perfect manner. 

Integrity is the completeness one feels when he or she leads an honest and moral life. Integrity is wisely choosing 
between what is right and what is wrong. If a person has nothing else, he can always feel proud of his integrity. 
Integrity helps a person to make trustworthy bonds with people around him.
Integrity is not something one can purely teach to others. It is more of a virtue that comes from within a person. 
Integrity is something a man needs to be proud of because it is a valuable possession no one can take away from 
him. In the education field, there are a set of moral codes and ethical policies that are to be abided by. Educational 
integrity should be developed in early life as it is an essential virtue for the students. It is a quality that great leaders 
and educationalist have in their lives, which allows them to be honest even when no one is watching them. Let us 
embrace the quality of integrity in our life which shall be the trademark known for Christites.

Today we are reflecting on the beautiful theme of “Integrity”. The very 
word “integrity' creates in us vibes that is truly positive and 
meritorious. Integrity, on the one side refers to the quality of being 
honest and possessing strong moral character and on the other hand it 
refers to the state of being “whole” and “undivided”. In fact, in the life 
of a person “integrity” must have these two dimensions to be a true 
virtue. We need to be people of absolute honesty, true sincerity and 
uncompromising moral principles. At the same time, these virtues must be part of our entire and undivided self. 
It is possible that people characterize their own self with virtuous public life and wicked private life, spectacular 
official life and depressing personal life, cosmopolitan in words and parochial in action.  Integrity calls us to be 
“undivided”, to become what we profess to be, to have the same public and private life, to practice in action what 
we preach in words. This is true virtue, this is the state of being whole, this is being honest to oneself and to others. 
What the people of the present world seek today are true models of virtues who, through their words and actions 
would inspire the whole world and help them wade through this challenging situations. They are the people who 
are “one” in themselves, who are totally “undivided” whose lives bear witness to the fact of subsisting unity in 
themselves so that they can call and inspire for the same unity, wholeness and most of all for INTEGRITY. 
Thanking you,

INTEGRITY

Listen with Curiosity, Speak with Honesty, and Act with Integrity

Fr. Reji Koodappattu CMI 



The Godly walk with integrity; blessed are their children who follow them.' The above glorified proverb 
persuades me to ask humanity one simple question; When is the last time we were true to ourselves? Every 
second in our life assesses the worth of our existence by testing if we have upheld our righteous values. There 
would be several circumstances when you find it difficult to make the right choice. One simple situation in our 
daily life is ,while travelling in a crowded bus, what is the first instinct when we see an old woman or a 
pregnant woman standing?  It is to look away from the person to make it seem as if you never saw her standing 
because you will lose your seat if you offer yours and will have to travel the whole distance standing. We make 
a choice that's easy for us, we tend to become selfish. But , are we doing right? It is said that honesty is being 
true to others but integrity is being true to yourself.
The significance of integrity has been preached since ages through every religion that persists in this world. 
Sharing one such example is what Lord Krishna advised Arjuna in the battlefield of Mahabharata. He clearly 
mentions in his verses of Gita that integrity is the key to freedom. It's only your truth that can ' set you free'. You 
may have to stand up alone if you have to but stand up for what you believe in because what we need is not 
validation from others but ourselves.
We all know Lal Bahadur Shastri who is considered the epitome of values and principles. During his journey 
fighting for the freedom of our country, had had been imprisoned by the British several times. Once during 
such a period ,he got a parole of fifteen days to be with his dying daughter. But to his dismay,she passed away 
the first day he reached. He still had the remaining period to stay back but his values didn't let him to. He 
returned to the prison after completing the final rights.
We all live in a world where the ' end justifies the means'. Sales people overpromise and under deliver, 
applicants exaggerate in job interviews, politicians promise way beyond their capacity to earn the seats,so on 
and so forth. Where is this leading to?
When you are sincere to yourself, your character will get trusted upon by others. Thus your character spreads 

like wildfire! When each one of us work with integrity,we become known for this highly valued trait and this will 
eventually help us in leading a worthy life and flourishing in our career.
Integrity is always doing the right thing even when no one is watching. You might have to face serious consequences 
sometimes making that upright choice. But that should never pull us back. We should never be compromised by 
awkward inconsistencies.
We should define our core values which we would 
never compromise on. We should make the rights 
choices even if they are uncomfortable because those 
right choices give you peace of mind in the long run.
In simple words, having integrity as a core value 
within us makes us assertive, gets reflected in our self 
confidence, in our self esteem thus encouraging us to 
take onus on our shoulders.
So let's all strive to lead a virtuous life with integrity as 
a core value as it equips us to face challenges head on, 
handle conflicts calmly and admit mistakes quickly. It 

is indeed the first step to true 
greatness.

Ms. Divya P M

Editorial Board
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Dear Christites, Intergrity

DECEMBER AT A GLANCE

· INAUGURATION OF DOBRAIN LAB

· A VISIT TO ASWAS

· CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION 

· THE HOLY QURBANA IN DHARMARAM

JANUARY AT A GLANCE
·   FOUNDERS DAY AND ART EXHIBITION
· SOCIAL SERVICE CLUB- A VISIT TO THE KRIPALAYA
· THEATRE CLUB- NATIONAL SCIENCE DRAMA FESTIVAL
· LITERARY AND PUBLIC SPEAKING CLUB
· MATH CLUB- A VISIT TO HAL (Hindustan Aerospace Limited)
· NATURE CLUB- AN EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP TO LALBAGH
· CYBER SHIKSHAKS TRAIN THE TRAINER PROGRAMME
· REPUBLIC DAY
· NCC
· STAFF PICNIC



INAUGURATION OF DOBRAIN LAB

How does our brain decode vibrations in the air 
into words and sentences? Understanding 
everyday conversations appears an easy and 
automatic task, particularly as we acquire the 
capacity to do so seemingly effortlessly in early 
childhood
The early years are the best opportunity for a 
child's brain to develop the connections they need 
to be healthy, capable, successful adults. The 
connections needed for many important, higher-
level abilities like motivation, self-regulation, 
problem solving and communication are formed in 
these early years – or not formed. 
  In an endeavour to inculcate and develop scientific 
temperament in the young learners today, our school 
proudly inaugurated the first ever Laboratory in India 
named DO BRAIN LAB on 16th December, 2022 in 
collaboration with Christ University. 
Our dear Principal Fr. Nilson inaugurated by cutting 
the ribbon and the prayers were done by Fr. Reji and 
the laboratory was blessed. The lab will boost 
scientific innovation at the school. It is 
equipped with 40 Tablets and the 
modules to be solved by the young 
learners to improve their 
cognitive  development by 
stimulating 8 core areas of 
the brain.

Ms Sonia Gabba
Animator Class - I



It was a blessing and a blissful 
experience for the students of Social 
Service club of classes 5, 6, and 7 to 
visit ASWAS, a centre for social 
service that provides free midday 
meals to the hungry, the slum 
dwellers, patients and bystanders 
from Kidwai and Nimhans. From the 
soc ia l  serv ice  fund,  we have 
sponsored some amount 
for food and water 
purifier, which has 
been a need of the hour 
for ASWAS.

Ms Lourdu Prema M C 

May the peace and joy of the lord be with you all, as we all know we had 
a holy mass for all the Catholic students of Christ ICSE school. All the 
students had attended the Holy Qurbana which was held inside the 
Christ Dharmaram Vidya kshetram Chapel. The Chapel had a unique 
style of architecture which was so beautiful, we were very happy to see 
such a beautiful chapel.
The Chapel was circular in shape it had no pillars it was a dome shape 
which had an arc at the top as the support. 
We got to attend a beautiful Qurbana which was celebrated by Fr. Reji 
Koodapattu CMI, Fr. Nilson Davis CMI and Fr. Fenil Karikkunnel 
CMI. The main celebrant of this Holy Qurbana was Fr. Reji 
Koodappatu CMI, we got to hear a beautiful homily from our beloved 
Principal Fr. Nilson Davis CMI, he elaborated on the message the 
images carried on both the sides of the chapel, the right side represented 
the death and resurrection of Jesus as our savior, and the left side 
symbol represented the various religions and how all religions are 
equally valued and how each object has its own significance. The aura 
of the Holy mass filled us with immense positivity and a 
renewed feeling with the celebrants which made us feel 
more closer to God it filled are hearts with lot of faith and 
hope in our daily lives, we thank all our beloved fathers 
for giving us the opportunity to join this wonderful 
Qurbana. Shanice Biju

Class - 9A

A VISIT TO ASWAS

THE HOLY QURBANA IN DHARMARAM



On December 22nd, Christ School ICSE celebrated the 

festival of Christmas with a focus on themes of love, 

kindness, sharing, and caring. The event was honoured by 

the presence of the chief guest, Fr. Cyriac Madathil, the 

Vicar of St.Thomas Forane Church, Dharmaram,  who 

ceremoniously lit the lamp along with our Principal,  Fr. 

Nilson Davis Pallisery, Fr. Martin Onaserril, Vice Principal 

and Rev. Fr. Reji  Koodapattu, Financial Administrator to 

commence the grand event.

The students presented a variety of programmes, including 

the Angel Dance, Joyful Dance, Santa Dance, Carols, and a 

Musical Drama, all of which emphasized the significance of 

the occasion. The Musical Drama, in particular, was based 

on the story of the fourth wise man, ARTABAN  who gives 

up everything in a search for the Lord and throughout his 

life helped people.

To further promote these values, various class-wise 

competitions were also conducted, such as crib-making, 

star-making, Christmas Tree Decoration, and card-making. 

The winners of these competitions were awarded prizes, 

adding to the festive atmosphere. These interactive 

activities proved to be a great way to encourage 

participation and foster a spirit of generosity and kindness 

among the students.

The arrival of Santa Claus was the highlight of the event and 

further added to the joyous atmosphere. 

In summary, the celebration at Christ School ICSE was a 

well-planned and executed event that 

showcased the students' talents, creativity 

and emphasized the true meaning of 

Christmas, which is opening one's heart and 

sharing with others.

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION “Feliz Navidá

Ms Jaseentha





Christ school ICSE celebrated Founder’s Day on 
9th January, 2023.On this day we commemorated 
the 151 death anniversary remembering the 
legacy that was left behind our founder St. 
Kuriakose Elisa Chavara. St.Chavara was a 
visionary leads who envisaged many plans for the 
spiritual and soul progress of the society. The day 
entitled LUMINOUS was blessed with the 
esteemed presence of Rev. Dr. Wilson Chakkyath 
CMI, Assistant Professor Vinayasadhana, our 
Principal Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis CMI and Rev 
Fr.Re j i  Kodapa t tu  CMI  our  F inanc ia l 
Administrator. 
To commemorate Founder’s day various 
competitions were held for classes 1 to 9, the prize 
distribution for the same was held on 9th January.
The audience was mesmerised by the melodious 
songs presented by the music club.
The audio visual presentation 'The Traceto 
Sanctity' - tracing the legendary 
pa th  o f  S t .Chava ra  was  a 
spectacular treat for the audience.

Ms Tintu

FOUNDER’S DAY 



Art is not what you see but what you make others see.    
     -Edgar Degas 
IRIS 2.0 an Art Expo was conducted on 9th January, 
2023 on account of the celebration of the Founder's 
Day. Under the able guidance of our Principal Rev. 
Fr. Nilson Davis CMI, the Art Exhibition was 
conducted by the art teachers and the students of the 
Art Club. The exhibition was inaugurated by the 
Chief Guest Rev. Fr. Wilson Chakkyath CMI 
,Assistant Professor Vinayasadhana.
Paintings by teachers were displayed and budding 
artists from class V to X also showcased their talents 
by exhibiting their art works in the form of painting, 
pencil sketching, glass painting, crafts, etc.
IRIS 2.0 provided a wonderful platform for 
students to connect with fellow art enthusiasts 
and a great inspiration for other art lovers.

Ms Vidya K
Department of Art



On the 7th January, 2023 the students of Social Service Club 
from classes 8, 9 and 10 visited St. Chavara Kripalaya (A home 
for the aged), located very close to our school.
The Kripalaya had about 13 inmates all old and orphaned 
people who had no one to care for and were disowned by their 
own family members. They were looked after by 3 sisters who 
took care of them like their own family members.
Our aim was to make them happy see the smile on their faces, 
give them some gifts and necessary things for their daily needs.
We started by singing songs, dancing and we also made them 
play some games among themselves which would cheer them 
up, they were so happy and delighted by activities conducted. 
we also contributed some money that was contributed by all the 
students through CARITAS and also provisions for their daily 
needs and food. There was an open free time given to us to talk 
to the inmates and get a better insight about each one of them.
This visit was very enriching experience for our minds wherein 
we learnt that the old, sick and elderly need to be cared for and it 
is our duty to take care of them.
 With immense gratitude and respect, we the members of the 
Social Service Club would like to thank our Principal Fr. Nilson 
Davis Palissery CMI for giving us this opportunity. We would 
also like to thank the social service club incharge teachers and 
music club teacher for their guidance throughout the visit. 
Special thanks to the students who came to visit the Kripalaya. 
Last but not the least we would like to express 
our gratitude to the sisters of the Kripalaya for 
granting us permission for the visit.

A VISIT TO THE KRIPALAYA

Jerome P George
Class - 9D 



“The function of the actor is to make the audience imagine for the moment that real things are happening to 
real people.”-George Bernard Shaw
We the students of classes 7,8 and 9 belonging to the theatre club were fortunate to witness the  National 
Science Drama Festival held at The Visvesvaraya Industrial and Technological Museum on the 5th of 
January. This programme was organized to encourage the students, teachers, and other science 
communicators to explore and experiment with the dramatic form as a means of science communication. This 
year's theme was "Science and Technology for the benefit of Mankind”. The sub-themes of this competition 
are (1) The Story of Vaccines, (2) The Pandemic: Social and Scientific issues, (3) Technology Innovation for 
Improving Quality of Life, and (4) Basic Sciences and Sustainable Development.
By 11:20 a.m. all the students had gathered at the Silver Jubilee Hall and then started our tour from 11:25 a.m. 
as we boarded from our school bus. We reached the museum around 12:10 p.m. but eagerness and enthusiasm 
to delve into the museum within us were adamantly buoyant. As we entered the museum we were mesmerized 
by the unique galleries of the building. We went around the museum and took a look at the different galleries 
before we headed toward the auditorium. The working of different engines and machines elated us. If the 
engines and the machines on the first floor astounded us, the fun science section included in the permanent 
gallery on the 2nd floor left all of us amused. Personally, I was bewildered by the whispering disc. We then 
headed towards the auditorium where the drama was performed. The skit was a mind-blowing one where it 
described the brutality of the pandemic and it's aftermath on the people of our nation. The performers put up a 
breathtaking performance. The drama discussed about the different waves of the Covid-19 variants and the 
discovery of the vaccines. In the end we were all left stunned and mesmerized by the top-notch performance 
of the actors.
I would love to express my gratitude to our esteemed Principal, Rev.Fr.Nilson Davis Palisery CMI for giving 
us this opportunity which proved to be very resourceful and helped us enhance our knowledge in this field. I 
would like to thank our Vice Principal, Rev.Fr.Martin Onasseril CMI and our Finance Administrator, 
Rev.Fr.Reji Koodappattu CMI for providing us with all the necessary amenities. I would like to express my 
gratitude to our coordinators and the in-charge teachers of the theatre club Mr.Nandu, 
Ms.Vandana. Ms.Mini, Mr.Dhonis and Mr.Hariprasad for organizing and guiding us 
throughout the trip.
It was a fun-filled trip through which will definitely be chiselled in our memories.

Aishwarya
Class - 9D

NATIONAL SCIENCE DRAMA FESTIVAL 



Students of Math club visited HAL (Hindustan 
Aerospace Limited) on 13th January. HAL is 
one of the oldest and largest aerospace and 
defence manufacturers in the world today.

LITERARY AND PUBLIC SPEAKING CLUB-SEMINAR

Literature is a method of recording preserving 
and transmitting knowledge and entertainment. 
And to develop and enhance these skills in the 
students our beloved Principal forwarded the 
idea of the Literary club. The motto of literary 
club is to inculcate a fondness for language 
among students and enhancing their critical 
thing, reading and writing skills. As a part of that 
on 12th January, we had an eminent personality 
the special correspondent (sports) At Deccan 
Herald Mr Sandeep Menon to conduct a seminar 
on the importance of reading and writing.

A VISIT TO HAL (Hindustan Aerospace Limited)



“Nature is not a place to visit, it is home. In every walk with nature, one receives far more than he seeks.”  
              -By John Muir
We the students of Nature Club went on an educational field trip to Lalbagh on 17th January 2023, to know more 
about our mother nature, our ultimate inspiration. We got to learn more about the diverse varieties of plants and 
trees located in our city and the birds and rodents living in these habitats. The greenery and the luscious trees 
surrounding all of us made us feel drowned in mother nature's beauty. We also witnessed the lotus lake, filled 
with blooming lotuses which looked absolutely mesmerizing to our sight. This trip not only taught us more about 
our natural surroundings but also allowed the members of Nature Club to spend some more time with our friends, 
cherishing the cool and fresh breeze which made us feel ethereal, calm and refreshed from our hectic schedules. 
At the end of the day, we all learned a lot of interesting facts about nature along with unforgettable memories.
I would like to express our sincere thanks to Our Dear Principal, Fr. Nilson Davis, on behalf of 
the entire nature club, for providing us this wonderful opportunity to be one with nature again. I 
would also like to express my hearty thanks to the in-charge teachers of Nature Club, who 
accompanied us and gave us the freedom to gain more knowledge about our mother nature by 
giving us this fun filled opportunity.

Ritaj Khadeer
Class - 9C

AN EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP TO LALBAGHAN EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP TO LALBAGH



Cyber Shikshaks train the 
t r a i n e r  p r o g r a m  w a s 
conducted in Christ School 
ICSE by Dr Ananth Prabhu 
Gurpur on 13th January. 
More than 150 teachers 
from various ICSE schools 
participated in the seminar. 
The main purpose was to 
ensure the schools to 
b e c o m e  C y b e r  s a f e 
campuses. 

January 26th is a day of rejoice and celebration. It's 
a red-letter day in our country.  Every Indian 
celebrate this day with great patriotism, zeal, spirt 
and honour throughout the breadth of the country. 
Christ school ICSE celebrated India's 74th 
Republic Day with great éclat on 26th January 
2023. The programme began at 9.30 am. The chief 
guest for the day was Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseril 
CMI, The Vice Principal of Christ school (ICSE). 
The  NCC cade t s  and  School  Cab ine t s 
accompanied the chief Guest by giving the guard 
of honour, and were presided to the flag hoisting 
ceremony. Our chief Guest hoisted the National 
Flag.  The gathering was welcomed by Ms. 
Nikitha of class 8
Ms. Sanvitha of class 8 Enlighten everyone by her 
elocution skill and once again raised our national 
Love to the highest.
School choir students charmed the spirit of 
celebration by their melodious voice and upheld 
the patriotic zeal in the atmosphere.
Certificate were distributed for the NCC cadets for 
their active participation and successful 
completion of Annual Training Camps/ Combined 
Annual Training Camps (ATC/CATC) held at 
Brindhavan institute, Yelahanka. 
Guest of honour Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseril CMI, 
addressed the gathering and the students and urged 
them to do their best and feel proud to be Indian. 
Finally, the vote of Thanks was proposed by Ms. 
Druthi of class 8, and the celebration was a great 
success with the presence of teaching staff, 
students and parents. 
Students were dispersed after the sweet's 

REPUBLIC DAYREPUBLIC DAYREPUBLIC DAYREPUBLIC DAY

CYBER SHIKSHAKS TRAIN THE TRAINER PROGRAMME



distribution. The Christies celebrated 
the day with great  enthusiasm 
h o n o u r i n g  t h e 
constitution of India.

Mr Donis
Department of Physical Education

Our School's NCC Unit 9 Karnataka Battalion's Cadets attended the Combined Annual Training Camp from 10th 
December 2022 to 19th December 2022, which was held at Brindavan Group of Institutions, Dwarakanagar. 
Around 27 cadets from our school attended this compulsory camp out of which, 7 cadets were from Junior Wing and 
15 cadets from Junior Division. We were trained by Havaldars and seniors from various regiments and colleges in 
matters such as Map Reading, Different positions to hold a semi-automatic Rifle, how to aim and shoot a bullet and a 
few others. The cadets had to undergo immense Physical Training and Drill, which helped us to get stronger both 
physically and mentally. The Havaldars always motivated us to not give up and finish the task and our seniors made 
sure that the camp went smoothly. We were given 3 rooms in total and a timetable to stick to, along with proper 
meals. We made many fun memories and also were taught about how to be disciplined. We would 
like to thank our Associate NCC Officer of 9 Kar Battalion, Mr. Saravanan for being with us in 
every part of the camp and motivating us to keep moving forward. We would also like to thank our 
Principal Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis CMI for providing such a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to attend 
this camp. Dhiraj S

Class -9F

NCC



“Once a year, go somewhere you've never been before.”-
Dalai Lama
The above quote is very apt because to travel, is to live in a 
very different and joyful way. It's the same how we, around 
37 teachers from Christ School ICSE along with 3 fathers 
and teachers from Kindergarten enjoyed the staff picnic to 
Jodhpur and Jaisalmer from 27th January,2023.
  The blue city Jodhpur, welcomed us with a chilled weather. 
During the 2 days stay there, we thoroughly enjoyed the 
history of Jodhpur. The amazing sculpture of the various 
forts mixed with the traditional epics really wowed us. 
The next 2 days we enjoyed the stay at the golden city, 
Jaisalmer. Be it the desert safari, camel ride or the stay at the 
tent in the desert or the temperature at extremes– each one 
those gave everyone of us a very memorable experience. 
Along with the sight seeing, the market places too gave us 
the glimpses of the unique culture of Rajasthan. The 
traditional Rajasthani food, was a change for our taste buds.
Loaded with all these memories, we reached back to 
Bangalore on 31st January. 
I would like to thank Rev. Fr.Nilson Davis, CMI, our 
principal, who took the initiative and all efforts to plan for 
this trip. I would also like to mention Rev. Fr. Martin 
Onasseril CMI, our vice principal and Rev.Fr.Reji 
Kodapattu, CMI, our financial administrator for all the 
support throughout.
Special mention to all the coordinators for their all efforts to 
make this trip a successful one.
I would also like to mention all the teachers 
who came for the trip for creating beautiful 
memories to be cherished life time.

STAFF PICNIC TO JODHPUR AND JAISALMER

Sr Meena 
High School Coordinator



Naidhruva Patel of class 7E, Under category 
14, got 1st prize and Gold medal and Under 
17 category got 5th Rank in State Level 
Fenc ing  Tournament  conduc ted  by 
Karnataka Fencing Association held at 
Koramangla Indoor Stadium. 

v Christ School ICSE indeed take it as our proud privilege to share our happiness 
 of our principal being nominated as an external member to the Institute Ethics 
 Committee- NIMHANS for the period of 3 years with effect from 2nd 
 December, 2022.

v Our Principal is also the Advisory Board Member of (KRCE)   
 Karnataka Regional Commission for Education. 

v Rev Fr. Nilson Davis CMI our Principal is one among the Members of Karnataka 
 Catholic Think Tank Team for Education. 

CONGRATULATIONS 



Class : I C

Class Teacher:
Ms.Leema Rosy

Class Leaders:
NainikaAdvik

 Suyish

Class : V A

Class Teacher:
Ms. Harini V

Class : VI G

Class Teacher:
Mr. David Raja

Class : VII B

Class Teacher:
Ms. Arshiya Tabasum 

Class : VIII A

Class Teacher:
Ms. Smitha Francis

Class : IX A

Class Teacher:
Ms. Beena Koshy

Class Leaders:

Shamruta
Arhan Ulla 

Class Leaders:

Barha Nida 
Aravind R

Class Leaders:
Ciba M Shaiju

Rivash Girath.K 

Class Leaders:

Irene Cyriac
 Abel Jose Thomas

Class Leaders:

Anisha P
Omar Shaikh

Smart Class
 Award for the

 Month of December
& January

Class : II G

Class Teacher:
Ms.Lalitha Bist

Class Leaders:
Katyayani S

 Rohan Anoop 

Class : III H

Class Teacher:
Ms. Jyothi

Class :IV H

Class Teacher:
Ms. Pooja P

Class Leaders:
Varnika R

Ronith Kiran

Class Leaders:

Thanvika TNihal 
Kenneth Patil



Pallavi D H

  I am a very simple ,friendly

 natured ,Creative and 

 positive person.

My educational background:
 Diploma in Civil Engineering 

*My birth date: 2nd AUGUST 

*Zodiac:   Virgo

*My hobbies:   Reading books, listening to music and acting in theatre plays.

*Favourite colour:  Black and white

*Favourite movie:   Thare Jameen par and JEERJIMBE

*Quality I admire about myself:  Integrity

*Favourite food: Karnataka food 

*Ambition as a kid:  Dancer

*Favourite book:    DURGASTHAMANA ( THARASU) 
                                and NATYARANI SHANTHALA    (S N Murthy)

*Dream destination:  The Land of rising sun JAPAN

*Favourite subject as a student:  Mathematics  and Science

*Favourite quote/Motto in life  : Always turn a Negative situation into a
                                                          Positive  situation



Rilina Shalini R

  I am a Cheerful person

 wi great fai.

My educational background:
  B.SC B. Ed

*My birth date: 26th October

*Zodiac:    Libra

*My hobbies:  Listening to Music, Songs

*Favourite colour:  Green

*Favourite movie:   The polar Express

*Quality I admire about myself:   humble and kind

*Favourite food: Biriyani 

*Ambition as a kid:  Lecturer

*Favourite book:    Meghadoota by D R Bendre

*Dream destination:  Andaman & Nicobar

*Favourite subject as a student:  Mathematics

*Favourite quote/Motto in life  : If you are humble nothing will touch you,
 neither praise nor disgrace, because you know what you are.                       
                                                                                        -  St. Mother Teresa



Published by Fr. Reji Koodappattu CMI, Finance Administrator, Christ ICSE School on behalf of Literary and Cultural Association.
Editorial Board :   Ms. Mini Manuel, Ms. Divya P M, Ms. Pooja Neogi & Ms. Vidya  

         Email: christnewsletter2015@gmail.com

To enter for a chance to win:
✔ Answer the riddle correctly and send it at the earliest.
✔ You can send your answer by tomorrow - 3rd  March, 2023 by 4:00 p.m.
✔  The first 10 correct answer shall be awarded with the E-certificates. 
✔ Your time starts from today (02.03.23) at 4:00 p.m. and ends by tomorrow 
 (03.03.23) at 4:00 p.m. Late answers will not be entertained.
✔ Mail your answers to:
    christnewsletter2015@gmail.com

✔ Mention your NAME, CLASS, SECTION. Attach your photograph in school uniform.

Answer the Riddle within 
the next 24 hours and 

WIN an E-certificate from
 the Excelsior team!

RIDDLE WINNERS - NOVEMBER

Avona Maria Praseed 1 E  Malavika Rajesh (3 D) Aadael Francis (4 A)  Kovidh Muraleedhara (5 E)

Mohammed Arhan Ulla Shariff (5 A) Satya Dayananda Prabhu (6 B)

  J Josiah Raphael (1 A)

 Gaurangi Sheel (6 B) Gaana Muraleedhara (8 F) Shabreesh Santhosh (9 D)
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